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Unlocked Reflections
Poems by men in HMP Lewes

“ I’ve become accustomed to living here. 
Sometimes at the break of dawn 
This realisation dawns on me, 
Or when the key has been turned 
And I am locked in.”

– Reuben
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Unlocked Reflections is a resource for prisoners in their work to develop self-
expression, communication skills, understanding and transformation. The poems, 
letters, exercises and illustrations in this book arise from a creative writing project in 
HMP Lewes run through the prison library.
    Working with poet Evlynn Sharp – who devised a series of writing workshops – and 
prison librarian Emma Bach, participants in the project provide content for the book, 
building up their own literary skills at the same time. As prisoner AB notes: “Creative writing 
means a time to express my feelings in writing and then read it back and understand my 
thoughts.”
    An essential factor of Unlocked Reflections has been close partnerships with 
the Mass Observation Archive and The National Archives. Staff of these archives 
attended workshops to assist prisoners in working with relevant materials and enrich 
their learning. Lewes prison has a long association with the Mass Observation 
Archive, which is dedicated to making available the views of British people:

        Our partnership with HMP Lewes on the Unlocked Reflections project has enabled 
prisoners to access and reflect upon themes that run though our archive in a 
creative, supportive and empowering way. Mass Observation continues today 
as an active social research project and this partnership gives prisoners the 
opportunity to participate in our national 12th May day diary call and respond to 
our research questionnaires, encouraging new voices within our archive.  
– Kirsty Pattrick and Suzanne Rose, Mass Observation Archive

During the workshops, staff of both archives took part in the practical writing 
exercises that had been prompted by their materials. From her experience with the 
prisoners, Equality & Diversity Co-ordinator Krishna Kaur observes:

        It was amazing to gain an insight, first-hand, on how our archival material 
stimulated such creativity within each participant and to see how this work 
touched the inner core of people. Expressing their deep inner thoughts and 
emotions through such vision was remarkable, and gave me personal and 
professional reward knowing we have enhanced equality of opportunity by 
making our collections accessible to reach a wider audience. 
– Krishna Kaur, Ministry of Justice/The National Archives

One of the key aims of this book is to help offenders when they first arrive in custody. To 
enter a prison not knowing anything about the establishment, the process or the people 
can be an extremely traumatic experience, which impacts on feelings of vulnerability 
and isolation. Participants in Unlocked Reflections have been delving far into their 
emotions to produce meaningful writing that may assist other prisoners to cope with 
incarceration. The participants attended weekly workshops in the library giving a 
secure atmosphere in which to write. Their work became the subject of a prison radio 
feature. The director attending one session points out:

FOREWORD by Jo Lupton
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         When I walk into prisons, they often feel cold and colourless. But 
prison libraries are different. They’re the heart of a prison. The walls 
are covered with knowledge and colour and words, and there can be 
no better place to hold a creative writing workshop. 
– Andrew Wilkie, Director of Radio, Prison Radio Association  

During the project our prison officers have shown excellent professionalism 
to enable workshops to happen throughout the prison. While the librarian 
is overseer of the project, Unlocked Reflections as a prison-wide initiative 
spans Education, Chaplaincy and Healthcare to ensure equal access. A 
member of staff working with Evlynn remarks:

         Being able to do creative writing with the men on Healthcare has 
enabled many of them to express themselves openly and freely.  
It has given a voice to those who did not feel they had one. Many 
have discussed how the group helps them to release feelings and 
process them in a safe, structured environment… I have watched the 
men grow in confidence when writing and reading back their work to 
their peers. Others have chosen to continue to write in their own time. 
It has been an incredible experience for all of us and has opened our 
eyes to the possibilities and power of words. 
– Susie George, Occupational Therapist, Secure and Forensic Service

The main aspiration of Unlocked Reflections is to help prisoners find a 
sense of connection, hope and encouragement, which can inform their 
self-belief, self-improvement and purpose leading to positive change.

Jo Lupton
Head of Reducing Reoffending
April 2015

Kem
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Our writing in this book represents our innermost beliefs and emotions – with a hope 
that other prisoners reading our words will find them relevant and reflect how writing is a 
source of change for everyone.

    Each of us agreed to contribute our writing to Unlocked Reflections with the thought we 
might encourage people to speak their own truth, particularly reaching out to prisoners 
in induction who perhaps feel a bit lost. Elliott remarks: “Prison is not an easy time, it can 
be a dark place, and people can be here for a long time. Hopefully, our words might 
inspire prisoners and to try and use the time that’s here to grow, to look at themselves.” 
This looking into ourselves can involve painful honesty, maybe going deep. The writing in 
this book suggests together we can inquire into life to not feel so alone. Malcolm notes: 
“Words last forever; something might reflect on their own life.”

    At the writing workshops with Emma and Evlynn each week in the library, we created 
an atmosphere where we would work by close listening, support. A man from prison 
radio making a feature on our writing commented on our way of working:

        I’ve visited many different groups in many different prisons, and I don’t think I’ve ever 
come across such a warm and mutually-supportive group as this one. There was a 
great deal of respect and encouragement, and the participants clearly felt extremely 
comfortable sharing some really quite intimate and private feelings. 
– Andrew Wilkie, Prison Radio Association

While we formed the main group, people from elsewhere in the prison have taken part 
in the project. We also want to thank people from outside whose expertise has helped 
our learning. Scriptwriter Kathrine Smith ran great sessions on character building and 
monologues. Reuben reflects: “Most memorable exercises were…building character, 
archetypes and symbols…I could easily relate an experience or memory to them.”

    We learned about the Mass Observation Archive, how we can access its materials via 
the prison library and take part in its day diary project in May: 

        Mass Observation is an archive rich in personal narrative. In 1937 its founders set out 
to capture the experiences, thoughts and opinions of ordinary people across Britain 
and today, through diaries and responses to surveys and questionnaires, you can 
explore a unique record of those lives within this collection. 
– Kirsty Pattrick and Suzanne Rose, Mass Observation Archive

By reflecting on archives and heritage, we began to make connections with past and 
present, to think about change, education, research, methods of inquiry into the world, 
and to appreciate archival materials made available to us:

        I found working with and finding out about Mass Observation was an eye-opening 
opportunity. I was inspired by the idea it gave a voice to so many people whose 
voice would be lost to the tides of time. Yet Mass Observation has given people of 
today and the future the opportunity to access these voices…of everyday people, 
the me and you of yesterday. It’s a way to document the history of me and you. 
– Elliott 

INTRODUCTION by participants, Unlocked Reflections
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Thanks also for the support of people from The National Archives providing its materials 
to spark creative writing exercises. We thought about the difference between it and the 
Mass Observation Archive, the difference between preserving the voices of ordinary 
people to the huge collections that go way back in history:

        I was unaware of The National Archives and what their function was. It was a 
pleasure to hear one of their representatives explain their function. I found it all  
very interesting that people take the time to preserve information for future 
generations to enjoy and learn from…I am sure the wealth of information, artefacts 
and recordings in this vast place will have a significant impact on my knowledge  
in a positive way.  
– Malcolm

Some of us now feel we would like to explore higher education. We also realise that 
even for people who are not able to write then someone else can be their scribe; there 
are no restrictions on trying to write. In the writing workshops, tears have been spilling 
alongside other moods. We kept our faith in the writing practice, in sharing, and went 
beyond self-criticism to express ourselves:

        The class has given me a helping hand with my writing skills, my structure and how 
to use small beginnings to compose pieces. It opens doors to long-forgotten feelings 
and a chance to express these in a secure, safe and supportive environment, free  
of fear or judgement. The chance for my words to be heard above the daily din 
of prison life...  
– Graham 

The creative writing exercises have been strengthening. Whatever time we must spend 
inside the prison, we can use the process of free writing and self-reflection, we can ask 
questions of our actions and responses, our identities, our purposes, to try and learn 
about ourselves and respect others more:

        I had not written much using the ‘free-writing’ technique…but now I find I use this 
technique when I am in my cell. It is very cathartic and interesting to look back on what 
I have written. Hearing my fellow prisoners’ work has given me a better understanding 
of them… . It has made me think of other people a little more.  
– James

We have been involved in all aspects of the production of Unlocked Reflections – even 
deciding on the title. We want to give thanks again to everyone who has supported the  
project – from those making donations for the publication of this book to people who 
shared their specialist knowledge and skills with us. And thanks go to prisoners in 
Education who have given their artworks to use in this book. Our wish is that the act of 
creative writing along with reflection will offer other people a key into the potentiality of 
their words, using writing to help us all cope, and to find a deeper wisdom of ourselves 
and each other, the making of change.  

Elliott, Graham, James, Jermaine, Kieran, Malcolm, Neil, Obert,
Reuben, Rhys, Stephen

Unlocked Reflections – creative writing group
Lewes prison library, April 2015
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I opened the door,
Then I saw a man sitting on his bed
With his head buried in between his knees.
His hands were on his knees.

Standing at the door,
I could see a river of tears
Flowing from his eyes
Onto his face.

I asked if I could sit down,
And he nodded his head to say, “Yes.”
As I began to talk,
He broke down in tears and cried loud.

When I heard his story,
The world I thought I knew 
Did not seem to exist.

I didn’t know what to do
But I was brave enough to sit and comfort him.
From that day, I knew 
I wasn’t the only one in the boat.
I was sailing with him 
And many other heart-broken souls.

Looking back, I didn’t only open the cell door,
But I opened the door to meet a new friend
Who walked into my life
As the whole world walked out.

I opened the door,
Now I have the strength to move on.

Cry, my beloved friend.

TEARS, FLOWING
By Obert

“ When my mind is fearless, 
My head is held high, 
There is nothing unapproachable, 
There is nothing unattainable, 
The ideal of no barriers has become.” 
– Malcolm

John, Sunset Landscape
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UNLOCKED REFLECTIONS: This book gives 
ideas to write and reflect using the free-writing 
technique. If you cannot write then someone 
else can help and be your scribe. Free writing 
involves writing without stopping for a specific 
time such as ten minutes. Use starter lines to 
begin your writing such as “I remember” and 
finish writing when the time is up.

If you find yourself stopping then keep repeating 
the starter line or put your thoughts directly onto 
the page. There is no right or wrong with the 
free-writing technique so do not worry about 
punctuation, spelling, grammar – you can 
develop these skills.

Just write in response to a particular topic. 
You can choose a line from a book you find  
in the prison library. The key is to keep writing 
without stopping and to take courage in your 
own responses plus make a habit of writing 
every day.

WRITING EXERCISE: Memory can 
serve to prompt your writing, and you 
can take time to reflect on the present. 
Think about a special time or person in 
your life. Start your writing with any of 
these lines: “I remember hearing…” or 
I remember seeing…” or “I saw you…” 
or “In the distance, I remember…”.

Or you can start with the notable line:   
“I could read the sky” – it is the title of a 
book by author Timothy O’Grady about  
a man remembering moments of his life.

Author Ken Chambers writes: “As the 
days went by we became accustomed 
to these changed circumstances...” – 
you can use this powerful reflection to 
start a timed exercise, it can help in the 
search for meaning.

If I could read the sky, what would I see?
I’d see a story that would only upset me.

The story of my life, 
The good times and bad.

The times when I’m happy, 
The times when I’m sad.

Each cloud represents a year,
Each cloud only brings a tear.

I stand looking up from my favourite town,
And then I wonder, who’s looking down?

    My words once full now empty. 
My words once weighty now lighter. 
My words once comforting now unable to. 
My words once supporting now collapsed.” 
– Stephen

EACH CLOUD
By Connah

“

Glynn, Father and Child 1
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Memory is everything and nothing.
Memory conducts pain and pleasure.
Memory is a friend and an enemy.
Memory is a tool for us all.
Memory is a block we chisel from.
Memory can take us places 
And leave us standing.
Memory is like a third eye.

    What am I accustomed to? 
Then I remember the other day. 
I called my cell my room. 
Maybe I am accustomed to… 
Accustomed to this.” 
– Elliott

MEMORY
By Reuben

I am a man who is seldom here
And rarely there.

I hear people speak,
It is usually from a distance 
No matter how near they may be,

I often have to ask myself
If their words apply to me.

The things they say
Dissolve very quickly 
Leaving dust blowing…

My surroundings tend to blur
And faces change,

I have to remind myself to focus 
Just to stay in the here and now.

Another voice breaks the quietness
And even this thought is lost.

HERE AND THERE
By James

“

A memory of home slips through the words now spoken
Of places never seen, the words lost in distances…” 
– Graham

“

Early Mass Observation Publications 
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I recall my childhood home.
We moved a lot. 
I remember an approved school,
Near Irvine, I was nine or ten, 
A place we were taken on holiday, 
A but and ben,
I can smell the air and the place,
Everything around it;

I remember Manchester, 
Very early years with my parents
Who were still together then…
Eleven years old, everything changes,
I go through the system, care homes,
But before then, the time of my life.
And I don’t want to remember…
A place…it was all bad…

I remember the sea,
I remember my uncle, 
I remember not caring,
I remember the children’s home,
The seaside doughnuts;

I remember the kitchen of my childhood home,
Dinner with my mum and dad,
Mum would be cooking an Italian meal,
Every Saturday, they would have an Italian meal,
Memories flooding back.

Memories of a place, 
The safety place I’ve been;
Well, well done 
For the injection of peace
And authority.
Peace and love.

I remember tenement flights,
I remember chalk on the stairs,
Memories flooding.

PLACES OF MYSELF,
I REMEMBER
By participants, writing workshop,
Healthcare Centre

Alan, Castle in the Clouds
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THE MASS OBSERVATION ARCHIVE continues 
to repeat its annual call for day diaries, capturing 
the everyday lives of people across the UK, on 12th 
May. Please speak to your prison librarian if you are 
interested in taking part. All diaries are stored in the 
Archive at The Keep (East Sussex) and are used by 
a wide range of people for research, teaching and 
learning including academics and students, schools, 
writers, producers, artists, community and special 
interest groups and the general public.
 
May 12th could be quite an ordinary day, but for 
those researching, the “ordinary” can often provide 
extraordinary results. The diaries will be held and 
used alongside the 1937 documents and the 
12th May diaries from previous years. Write as much 
as you can about what you do, talk about, eat and 
drink, what you are working on, the things you read, 
see and hear around you, how you are feeling and,  
of course, what you yourself think.

TODAY I AM?
By Alan

Today, I am someone who can’t see an end
To the destruction in my life,
My thoughts are cloudy and cannot see
A break of shine coming through at all.

Today, I am someone 
Who wants my life to change,
But thinking – will my actions ever change?
Then I think, they have to change,
I can’t keep looking through bars
All my life. I can’t. I can’t.

AS DAYS GO BY
By Malcolm

As days go by
They say goodbye
I’m used to seeing each day die
I’m used to seeing the rich and poor
Walking side by side on concrete floors
Living behind metal doors
This is a sight I must explore
To its very core
I want to see the seeds inside
And believe it’s real inside
As days go by

12th May Day Diary 2014 by Male Prisoner
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WRITING EXERCISE: Diary-style 
writing is an effective process of 
contemplation and reflection.
 
The author Dag Hammarskjöld reflects 
in his diary, Markings: “What next? 
Why ask? Next will come a demand 
about which you already know all you 
need to know: that its sole measure is 
your own strength.”

You can do a timed writing exercise  
that lets you explore your life and the 
realities of the world around you using 
starter lines such as “Who am I?” or  
“Today my life is…” or “At the frontier 
of the unheard…”. 
 
You can also think about yourself as 
a place or time.

I AM THIS
By Jermaine

I am happiness, sadness and anger
All put together.

I am a rough crocodile skin 
And a beautiful delicate flower
At the same time.

I am the definition of the most painful emotions
But am not always emotional.

I am creative, engaging, determined, exciting
And full of intelligence.

I am not perfect in many ways.
I am everything
But most importantly I am me.

I AM EAST LONDON
By Malcolm

I am East London, 
Born and bred,
The Bow Bells are still ringing 
Deep in my head,

There’s a great sense of humour
Behind every door
Such colourful language
That many explore,

The rustle of people
Could be heard through the night,
The joining of cultures,
The joining of life,

I am East London,
Born and bred.

Stephen, Falling Leaves
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I AM
By Kieran

Love, can you see, feel, believe

Here in our lives surrounding our soul
Is the essence of Love making us whole.

I am the moon on those shadowy nights.
I am the sun and its prismatic light.

I am the ocean and its memories down below.
I am all the notes, falling gently like snow.

I am all of existence, and galaxies afar.
I am the experience of a long-ago star.

I am the past, the present and future to be.
Without the ego of Man, come see what I see.

Love is all of eternity, where we are free.
And it is here I wish you the best of luck,

Experiencing it all in this quantum flux.

FRONTIER
By Graham

At the frontier of the unheard of
I hear the secrets in our hearts.
Boundless love, eternal hope
A special hidden place
Known only to me and a chosen few,
A place of secret knowledge, secret times
And moments –
So many wonderful moments,
Blissful moments,
Unheard of moments…

At the frontier of the unheard of
Lies a myriad of truths,
Known only to those who speak them.
Untainted by life’s hobnailed boots
Or the cruelty of injustice.
We keep the truths between us,
Forever between us,
Therein lies a reason to continue
A reason to never fail.

Stephen, Rag Painting (moon)
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Day follows night, night follows day,
Which comes first, day or night?
Which came first, the chicken, the egg?
The egg came first, but that doesn’t help.
All I know is one follows the other,
Day follows night, night follows day.
The second always follows the first.

Day after night after day after night,
One and one, the way it has always been
And always will. Since the first, until the last. 
Since the first day or night, I wonder which… 
All I know for sure is mine now have changed.
My days, my nights, all I was accustomed to, 
Now gone. Days so different to how they should be,
Days I never want to get used to.

Nights fractured, sky stolen, where are my stars…is my moon?
My bright, my beautiful, my shining night-time companions.
So used to being under their watchful eyes, always there, 
Always watching. There to talk to, there to listen…there…
Now gone…taken away.

I think all the more of their stories never told,
So many always told. So many stories unknown,
So many stories already told, already known,
Told times past, to be told for the millennia to come,
It’s always been there, as have they. To ponder under,
To reflect with, my sparkling expanse of comfort in the night.
Always appreciated, never forgotten, but now lost, hidden
From view, kept from me, me from them, 
For a glimpse of them…for them of me.

Always taken for granted, now hidden from view, appreciated 
All the more, my night-time friends, the stars, moon and sky.

DAYS SO DIFFERENT
By Stephen

“     There will come a day  
When I can be honest 
And can speak  
Without reserve.” 
– Charles

G
lynn, M

an and the M
oon
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MIRROR WORDS
By Rhys

When I think about myself, I sometimes wonder
Where I am, and where I might be going.

Thinking about the past, thinking about the future,
My thoughts vary from good to bad, blinded 

By what might have been…mustn’t affect me now;
When I think about myself, life seems too short. 

When I stop, look and listen,
I realise there’s plenty of time to change, 

My life’s like a hilly town
With plenty of ups and downs.

My words are like a mirror, reflecting
The view they see before them,

Sometimes it’s not a pretty picture 
Glaring back

But it’s always a picture I’ve seen
Whether good or bad. 

THE PLACE IS ME
By Elliott

This place is me.
It’s hard to describe.
I used to use external places
To cross this most sacred of places.
Sunsets while sitting on haystacks,
Grassy knots in forest glazes.
In coming out, I see,
Chilling with pines,
Or trees on the high seas.

Now I just am. No external.
All internal. Emptying, the voidness,
These words try to explain,
A time, a place,
This time,
This place, down, deep, 
Deep down, yet all around.

A place. So quiet and still,
Yet full of vibrant energy.
Full of love and light.

WRITING EXERCISE: Maya Angelou 
begins one of her poems with the line: 
“When I think about myself” – you 
can start a piece of timed writing with 
this same line as well as continue to 
write using themes of place, identity, 
belonging, looking within. A poem by 
Thich Nhat Hanh, Call Me by My True 
Names, implies connections between 
everything, and this extract from the 
poem might spark another writing 
exercise: “Please call me by my true 
names,/so I can wake up,/and so the 
door of my heart can be left open/the 
door of compassion.”

Kemal, Farming scene
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AM I…THE ACTOR? 
By Neil

I am the one who knows more
The minute I admit I know little, if anything,
At all. More. Way more.

I am the cause. I am to blame.
I am the response. The reaction. Reacting.
And with every action. Every tear.
Every exclamation of joy. Am I the actor?

Ubiquity. I cannot take the glory
Without acknowledging the faults behind it.
Every up. Every down. Every which way.
Each high. Each low. Each duck. Each dive.

I succumb totally to the good and the bad
And wallow in its whole. Knowing
That one cannot exist without the other.
Resisting the temptation

To mock, comment or judge,
As all around efforts are made
To simplify complex equations
Of infinite possibilities
With statements that promise 
To deliver the goods by removing the bad.

I AM
By Reuben

I am the power that controls my actions.
I am the cold winter air in February.
I am the ray of sunshine in July.

I am the cry of a trapped animal
And the sound of a baby being born.
I am the urgency felt when trying to get away.

I am my own privately but I am shared.
I am her father, his brother 
And a son.

Master of the Revels 1611-1612
plays performed including The Tempest
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BECOME A TIME
By Ollie

There has become a time in my life
When I needed to tell you –
But I just didn’t have the time –
That you are so very special to me,
In everything you did.
 
You taught me to fish, shoot, and hunt,
But I wish you would have taught me 
To read and write, 
Rather than sitting here
Not feeling very bright.

THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES contains historical records and documents and is the UK 
government’s key archival resource. Formal documents reach back through time to the 
twelfth century, and the collection spans maps to wills such as William Shakespeare’s will 
to prison records and service records of the armed forces. The National Archives is an 
excellent source of educational material such as a collection of letters written during the First 
World War. These represent the impressions, thoughts and feelings of those involved in the 
struggles. The National Archives provides its resources to educators, students and members 
of the public so please speak to your prison librarian if you wish to research a particular topic 
from the medieval period to the present day.

WRITING EXERCISE: The National 
Archives offers materials from 
its collections to the Unlocked 
Reflections project, giving insight 
into First World War letter writers 
and original documents relating to 
Shakespeare. You can use free writing 
to write letters to people who matter to 
you and even to yourself. When you 
reflect on this writing technique, begin 
to consider how spending time on 
your daily writing practice will deepen.  
For this exercise, use letter writing and 
a starter line such as “What I want to 
tell you is” or “What I need to tell you”.

DEAR FRIEND
By Rhys

There comes a time when you realise
You’ve nothing left,
That’s the time you have it all to do.

Sit back, relax, and look within,
You’ll find what you’re looking for.
It doesn’t come from this or that,

No amount of money can buy it.
The cost is free, but the gift so priceless.
Dear Friend, stop looking 

For what you’ve already got.
Make the most of the best gift you can have,
The power to be free within.

Letter from EW Bratchell
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A LETTER TO MYSELF 
By Malcolm

There has come a time
When things will make sense,
And the fear of success in your time
Is, oh, so evident.
 
Who would believe it, 
You are to blame.
Have faith, stand strong, love people
And follow through.
 
Your destination is guaranteed,
So don’t be scared.
You are the author of your time,
And my time, 
 
So please 
Keep that in mind.

MY FRIEND 
By Obert

When I think of you, my friend,
Life would be a mystery without you;
How much do you remember about me?
For donkey’s years we’ve been together
Talking silently.
 
You say the truth about me
Coz you connect with my heart ’n soul;
When the bottled stuff overcomes
The pretend version of me,
 
You come to my rescue 
And start saying the good ’n bad
Until I drop a tear
Followed by hope ’n strength.
 
If you had a voice,
What would you say about me?
Hopefully, all you’ve known
For all the years.
 
I know all about you.
Here we go!!!
 
My ink is blue.
My pen is dry.
My pen is dead.
My love for you,
It will never die.
 
Together forever, my pen.

Letter from EW Bratchell

Letter from FR Morris 07-05-1916
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WRITING EXERCISE: You can employ free 
writing to reflect your inmost feelings about the 
path you are on, to further recollect people you 
have known from long ago, to explore where 
you are now and inquire into silence and time. 
Poet Rainer Maria Rilke ponders giving voice to 
our most isolated selves: “And if the earthly has 
forgotten you,/say to the still earth: I flow./To the 
rapid water speak: I am.”

THOUGHTS FOR 
MY FRIEND 
By Ollie

When I think of you, 
Dear friend,
And all the hours 
We would spend

Sitting on the river
Poaching trout,
Trying to outwit 
The Gamekeeper…

The Gamekeeper’s voice
As he began to shout;
We would run away
Into the woods,

But he knew where to find us,
He knew where we’d stood,
We’d beg him not to tell 
Our Mum…not to tell…

THE PATH 
By James

I did not choose this path
Or maybe I did.
It is me who led me here,
So I chose this path.

I thought I was moving
But I’m just moving in my thoughts,
Whilst brambles curl around feet
Climbing up my legs.

I’m clinging to the path,
I want to sit down,
Find a wooden bench and stop,
Appreciate the rot – things overgrown.

Maybe I chose this way,
Maybe I did not –
The answer stays unknown.

“     Walk your million miles back, Son. 
Water your grass, 
It shall be green.” 
– Obert 

Alan, Fields and the Ploughman
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ERIC MY FRIEND 
By Reuben

When I think of you, my friend,
I remember good times and bad,
Like the first time I was arrested,
Or the fight we had in science class.

When I think of you, my friend,
I remember our journey to school,

Every morning,
Wrapped up in the winter
Or smiling in the summer.

When I think of you,
I remember a time I’d rather forget,
Because it’s full of regret.

When I think of you,
I imagine there could be a place
Where there is life after death,
Where we might meet again.

WOVEN SILENCE 
By Kieran

As I weave a silence in my mind 
Never knowing what to find 
I was looking blind
Like a beggar at the poor house

Dreaming of all the past 
Left wondering of the future
I now know the silence roars 
And roars and batters doors

Then silence lives some more
My heart aches of noise 
And lets no silence enter
Of all the lost souls

Who can never share our joy 
Walking, talking
Screaming of the day
No silence yet to find

Batten down the hatches
Sail the ocean wide and then
I hope to find the island of my calling
Where no one sees me falling, and alone

With the vacuum of nothingness
I laugh not despair 
It breaks the blackness into noise 
Which reminds me why I’m here

And we would think this is it

Man’s journey has only just begun
With it we rise to take hold of existence
And steer the ship to ports unknown
Unheard, unseen

Later in the day the rising sun 
Laughs at loneliness, I scream
An empty voice in reply
And when it dies

And the moon will rise
I scream the scream of Love
As now I weave the loom of life
My shirt is all I wear

Stephen, Morocco
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TIME TRAVELS 
By James

There comes a time in your life when 
You realise time travels exceptionally fast
And whilst you may think 
You are moving through it,
It is actually moving through you,
And the process isn’t one that’s kind.

But then there are the times
When you feel you have far too much of it,
And you may even grow to resent the time 
You have. The worst time of all

Must be the moment you realise
You have run out of it,
You’ll not be able to buy any more,
No matter how much money you may have,
You’ll resent the time you’ve wasted.

WEAVE SILENCE II 
By Rhys

I weave a silence in my mind,
I want the moment to last forever.

Look in to the present moment,
The time I feel most alive.

I’m at my best when my mind is at rest,
It plays out all eventual scenarios.

My life takes over, I see the world
When I weave a silence in my mind.

Sometimes my head’s like the ocean,
Always moving in different directions.

My mind’s at ease when I hear no thought.
I’m at a still wish, nowhere to go,

My mind gone blank – oh bless, why 
Can’t it do this when I’m trying to sleep.

“        We cannot walk alone, but at times we must, 
In order for a path to be set, to be followed.” 
– Reuben  

Stephen, Sunset
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WRITING EXERCISE: Seasons like a road represent personal experiences and the impact 
of change. Poet Rumi writes about when snow dissolves: “The snow-world melts./You step in 
my footprint and it’s gone.” You can do your own timed writing exercises on seasons and your 
impressions. Think about seasons to which you closely relate and best describe you, find 
comparisons, begin your free writing.   

SNOW WORLD 
By Rhys

When my snow world melts,
I can see the tree won’t last forever.

As each branch grows,
A time has escaped us all.

With each leaf formed,
There’s a yellow one

That’s fallen upon
A new pasture.

No change comes
In one single breath,

But through visions of vastness
Cast upon us.

When my snow world melts,
The beauty that’s left

Is for us all to see.
The tracks of the past

Wiped out by the trails
Of the future.

Who knows how the tree will grow
Or when it will fall.

BROKEN FUTURES 
By Graham

The path I lead has stopped.
Dead in my tracks I now stand.
Contemplating a myriad of broken futures.

The paths I took here were gilded
With kindness and gentle politics – 
Wrapped in love and mindfulness.

Yet here I still stand – 
Behind the bars more of a metaphor
Larger in my mind.

The path I wandered freely,
Unsuspecting of its traps.
But I look back down it
And think if only, just perhaps.
I stoop now 
With twisted harshness crying

Where I can be. But am 
Broken, and beauty 
Is just too far.
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BROKEN FUTURES 
By Graham

The path I lead has stopped.
Dead in my tracks I now stand.
Contemplating a myriad of broken futures.

The paths I took here were gilded
With kindness and gentle politics – 
Wrapped in love and mindfulness.

Yet here I still stand – 
Behind the bars more of a metaphor
Larger in my mind.

The path I wandered freely,
Unsuspecting of its traps.
But I look back down it
And think if only, just perhaps.
I stoop now 
With twisted harshness crying

Where I can be. But am 
Broken, and beauty 
Is just too far.

WHEN THE SNOW 
WORLD MELTS 
By Elliott

This has been the winter of my discontent.
So long.
So long.
So long!

I can remember the last of the russet leaves
Falling from brittle boughs.

I have heard talk of green leaves,
Pastures green,
Bounty abounds.

But as I’ve already said,
This is the winter of my discontent.

Do not feel sorry for me
As in the bitterest frozen night

Stars shone and sang their majesty,
Winter sunsets to melt the coldest of hearts.

It is in the winter we learn to survive.
Find out what we need.
To survive.
To thrive.

IN ANY SKY
By James

Cold, stark deflection
Has now melted away.
Winter is over now.

And whilst I may have frozen,
Know that I did not freeze,

Know that I now see the sun
In any sky
Even when I’ve closed my eyes –

Summer may have gone
But there will be others,

And autumn changed so much this time
That I survived the winter – and beyond –
And I have no fear of spring.

Will of William Shakespeare, detail of witness signatures
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REMAND (extract) 
By Stephen

The snow will melt, it has to melt, 
This snow, this ice, 
This winter…
How long will it last?

Life ticking over, waiting to start once more, 
Waiting for spring, waiting for life to start, 
A new life…

With the hope of spring, 
The hope of spring eternal.

Spring follows winter, 
Spring must follow winter, 
Spring, a time to look forward.

A winter without spring would be 
A winter without hope,

Without hope of life starting again, 
A new life,
Without hope of brighter days 
Once more.

There will be a spring, there has to be a spring, 
Spring always follows winter. It must, 
The snow will melt, this ice will break,

Life will start once more, 
Brighter days.

THE NEW ROAD 
By Rhys

From here is the time to start afresh,
The wheel has spun a full circle.
May you dig a hole that shows light within,
Look from the inside out at what could be.
May you swim against the strongest tide
To reach the shore of innermost peace.
From here is the time to grace all things,
May you see the new road and never look back.

Malcolm, Musical Heights
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WRITING EXERCISE: Reflect on times of beginnings and endings on your journey, the 
impact of a specific landscape upon your mind, the questions you can ask of any journey. 
Start free writing using lines such as “My journey starts at” or “Endings of the journey seem 
like” or “I wonder about answers to the questions of my journey”. You can make a list of 
questions you want to put to yourself such as why you feel distant or alone.  

ARRIVAL 
By Obert

Journeys started at the same time 
In the beginning of life.
I see, from a distance, some have walked 
More than you’ve done.

The rest have arrived while you still drag your feet.
The rest have changed to First World
While you wait resting.
Will you ever complete the journey?

The rest are now civilised.
The rest have made new discoveries.
Technology, medicine, the list is endless.
Your children die like flies.
While you sit and rest.

Journeys started at the same time  
In the beginning of life.
Get up and do what the rest have done.
Hands folded, waiting for help.
Your children are a laughing matter.
Yet you’re surrounded by natural world treasure
But you can’t use it.

Time is up.
Complete your journey.
Africa, get up.
Get up.
Your arrival is long overdue.
Arrive.

“        I just think to myself… 
Where do the answers 
Really lie?” 
– Jermaine   

John, Horse
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ENOUGH SAID! (monologue) 
By Neil

I left without saying anything. Nothing at all.
Not a word! Not because I had nothing to say.
There was plenty I could have said.
But it would not have mattered.
Would it have made a difference?
Would it have changed anything?
Certainly not what had happened.
You couldn’t change that.
No way. That was done. And ‘My God’ – what a mess.
No, nothing to say. They all knew me anyway.
And they know me well enough
To know themselves not only did I hold them responsible,
But that also just how upset, how angry, I was.
Enough said! So I was out of there. Gone.
As quick as. Onwards and upwards.
I didn’t want to think…
And I didn’t want to see them again
Until they had something better to report.
Can’t change what’s been done. It is what it is.

 

THE LEAD MAN 
By Malcolm

I am the melody, the hipster, the show-off,
The voice. The chords, the bass, the keyboard
All stand behind me to highlight my choice.
I am the lace, the thread that stitches the fabric in place.
The remembered one, the one that is hummed
When all memories of my backup are gone.
I am the lead man.

WRITING EXERCISE: In a dramatic writing exercise to create characters, scriptwriter 
Kathrine Smith suggests answering simple questions. My name is...; my age is...; my family 
situation is...; I live in a...; I spend my day...; my catchphrase/attitude to life is...; my best 
moment was...; my worst moment was...; my most embarrassing moment was...; what I 
most want is...; what I most need is...; I hide my fears behind the mask of.... Then try writing 
a monologue in the voice of this character using starter lines such as “I left without saying...” 
or “The last thing I saw was...”. You can use the “I” voice in a monologue to write as if you 
are the character. Dramatic writing is a way to create distance from yourself and to think 
about other people’s viewpoints through the lens of a character while drawing on your own 
experiences and emotions.

Malcolm, Malky…
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THE FATHER (monologue) 
By Jermaine

I am a father who hasn’t been a father but ready to be…
I am strong with words and stronger with authority.

I am responsible but responsible for not being responsible
And accept that with responsibility.

I am sometimes in the position of power 
But refuse to abuse it…

I am good at creating but bad at supporting.
I am the one who’s needed now more than ever,

And I accept that…

I think to myself sometimes all that I am could have helped 
When a helping hand was asked for what I helped to create…

I now have a second chance to be who I am  
 S’posed to be,
Teaching that special creation of mine what 
 To be and whom to be…

I’ve made mistakes but everyone does  
 As my creations will find out,
Creating their own generations but more importantly

I am now there when it matters even when I’m not.

I am a father and give positive guidance 
In negative and positive situations…

“        It doesn’t matter how hard I may try. 
I had to leave without saying goodbye… 
A tear so heavy as it left my eye…” 
– Peter    

Malcolm, Life’s a Gamble
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THAT IS THE QUESTION 
By Elliott

What is the point?
Have I been here before?
If I have been here before, will I have to come back?
Who am I?
Am I my haircut or the clothes on my back?
Am I the deeds I have done?
Am I my hopes, fears?
Am I my deeds or mistakes?
What is strongest, love or hate?
Does the world have to be dualistic, wrong or… Write?
Why? Why do I keep coming back?
Why do I let life push these buttons?
Why did Marathons change to Snickers?

CERTAIN PEOPLE 
By Jermaine

Where are they now?
I ask myself this question
About certain people
Who used to be in my life.

Where is my father?
My real father?
What is he doing,
And what is he really up to?

Does he think about me ever
Or what he did
When he left my mum 
To raise a boy into a man.

Where are my ex-girlfriends?
The ones who tore me apart.
Are they happy, are they sad? 
Do they ever think 

What if he’s just like my real dad?

Where are my old friends?
Are they having problems 
In their lives?
Do they have issues upon issues?
Or do they have a successful outcome

Of their lifetime, timeline?
Just like my ex-s, 
Do they think about me,
And what I am doing?
Do they wish good for me?

So I ask myself this, 
If these people hurt me so bad, 
Why do I keep asking myself,
Where are they now?

WRITING EXERCISE: Speak to your prison 
librarian and ask for a book about forms of 
poetry and dramatic writing. Use famous lines 
from plays such as “To be, or not to be…” from 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. The Ubi Sunt formula is 
helpful to think about where are those we have 
known before. Author Edgar Lee Masters’ book 
Spoon River Anthology uses this formula. And 
James’ poem XXVIII is a sestina, which uses 
a pattern of words that end each line. Start by 
free writing, and making a list of your key words, 
you can shape the poem afterwards. The use 
of rhymes can sound forced so stay true to the 
musicality of your voice in your free writing. 

Bruce, Magpie
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XXVIII 
By James

So ends another day, wasted inside,
As turning keys start locking down the wing,
Isolating the discordant voices
That every evening gather to be heard
But lose their words to echoes made by men
That each same evening clamour for their say.

And how this night will pass I cannot say;
It all depends on how I’ll feel inside
And right now I’m impatient for the men
Who can’t contain their words within the wing –
So let them fly out of their windows, heard
By everyone – to lower their voices…

Finally, they settle down – their voices
By the rainfall drowned – nothing left to say.
Now TV sounds are all that can be heard,
Muffled behind heavy doors; locked inside,
Each with its captive audience. The wing
Lowers to rest – the rest of flightless men

And flightless falls the sleep of restless men.
Now my ears are free to hear the voices
Of my thoughts, and my thinking can take wing
And leave this place in search of things to say;
A sentence that I search for, deep inside
The silence, that once written might be heard.

And I will strive to make that silence heard,
Let it speak louder than the loudest men
Who let loose sour thoughts best kept inside –
Bottled up – than poured out in dry voices
That have nothing of any depth to say
Yet saturate the silence on the wing.

I have observed that silence on the wing
And I’ve remembered everything I’ve heard,
So if it seems I haven’t much to say,
It’s merely that I’m not one of those men
Who seem to fear the silence, so voices
Noisily all he can’t contain inside.

On the wing another day begins. Men
Make themselves heard, drowning out the voices
That can’t be heard inside for all they say.

Alan, Guestling Mill
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THE UNWRITTEN 
By Reuben

The man with a cart on the horizon
Carries with him an unwritten letter,
Undelivered. He stops and looks back
Along the long road, 
Fearful of his pursuers,
Aware of their advancement, speed, 
And his journey ahead.

He smiles, optimistic, confident
He will make it and continues,
Fingering mentally the unwritten letter.

FOREST FLOOR 
By Malcolm

I see the cart fading into the horizon,
I feel alone and out of breath,
I see it glide as if on ice,
My feet are aching, muscles sore
Running over broken bones,
The sun and moon begin to chat,
The darkness smothers,
Daylight falls,
I cannot see my friend at all,
Left to fate, I start to cry,
I close my eyes and say goodbye
As my life joins the forest floor.

WRITING EXERCISE: You have 
already been using the letter form 
in your writing practice. Now think 
about another idea – to write on the 
theme of unwritten letters. Or you 
can write in response to a specific 
artwork such as a cart on a road. 
You can vary the set time of your 
free writing. 

“        My thoughts sometimes begin 
To feel like unwritten letters…” 
– Jermaine   

Kemal, Cart on road
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WRITING EXERCISE: Deacon Julie Newson uses these words on hope to reflect the 
theme: “Hope doesn’t make life easy. It makes life possible. Hope does not change the 
circumstances of our lives, it changes us, and that changes everything.” Think about 
themes and wishes that are active in your life, and about changing from one state to 
another. Use free writing as a way of reflection such as when life seems hopeless itself, 
hope is in us like a seed of change. Just as hope is available to build strength from within, 
you can use your sense of memory to build your life ahead, or you can write about yourself 
as if someone is remembering you.

THE DAYS, THE HOPE   
By Rhys

As days go by my hope grows stronger.
As the days go by my thoughts turn to gold.
I’ll never get used to falling short when
I know it’s my destiny to walk strong.

As the weeks turn to months 
My days turn to years.
Every breath taken 
Is one less to breathe.

As the days turn to night
And the sun begins to fall,
It is only time that’s in between
What greatness lies ahead.

THE WISHES (extract)   
By Graham

If I could give myself to one wish only,
I would be a father.
A father to my children 
Who now are alone.
To give them love and knowledge
In person, instead of on the phone.
If I could give myself to more than one
Then I’d be a teacher.
A teacher to the world
Arming it with love
Giving lessons of kindness,
Hope raining from above.

REMEMBER HIM 
(extract)   
By Rhys

I remember him well.
I remember it well.
The pain, the joy.
The ups and downs,
All those memories,
Cast into a ball
That rolled out of control…

I remember, I forgot.
I forgot to remember,
Memory yet to be made.
From times still to pass,
So much has passed,
But there’s more to be made.

When I cast my mind back,
I can’t help but look forward.
It’s been,
It’s gone,
It’s happening right now.
Memories.

Trevor, Seaside x 4
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FOR YOU (extract)
Group poem, Healthcare Centre

May the blessing of the present moment
Guide you – not for dwelling on the past,
Not for being anxious about the future –
Simply this moment; may blessings of knowledge 
And empathy be your light…help in your work;

May hope and good health 
Be the blessings to you;
May the blessing of change –
To change your life, to be free always
Within – be for you forever.

And may the blessing of kindness,
Of sincerity, of compassion,
Be softly with you, ring through,
Guiding towards your truth,
The blessing of yourself.

WHISPERS ON
THE WIND (extract)
By Stephen

If you listen you may hear them
Still whispering on the wind.
Voices…rustling through leaves…

You’ll still see it how it was, 
When we were still 
All under the same sky.
Same world yet all so different 
But for shadows, echoes on the wind.

        Precious to me – my family, my thoughts,  
My mind, my heart; precious are my friends, 
My mother, my kids, my beliefs, my mobility; 
Precious is the journey of inner discovery…” 
– Group poem (extract), Chaplaincy   

“

Kemal, Collage



The aim of Unlocked Reflections – to develop a book primarily for use by prisoners as part of 
the induction process – emerges from Writing Lives, an earlier library-based project. This book 
uses prisoners’ poetry from Unlocked Reflections workshops and includes writing exercises 
plus information about the Mass Observation Archive and The National Archives, which can 
support accessible research and education initiatives. 

    Michael Billett, Head of Learning and Skills at HMP Lewes, has over twenty years’ 
experience listening to prisoners and helping people to believe in themselves, and to make 
good choices. He offers a message to prisoners who are thinking about the words of Unlocked 
Reflections when they have heard “the steel cell door shut”:
 
        When people come in to custody, often it may seem all hope is lost. I would like prisoners 

to know this doesn’t have to be the case, it doesn’t have to be over. I’d like prisoners to 
know there are always good choices to be made. The contents of this book show there is 
hope through the power of the word. Whatever the contributions here, the prisoners’ words 
are powerfully true. Each person’s word is a powerful choice to communicate, to share. 
And if anyone is wondering about choices, then please know there will always be someone 
to listen and provide support. There are powerful words to share and positive choices to 
find and make. Embrace this new chapter in your life. Believe in yourself, and know that 
hope is never lost. 
– Michael Billett, HMP Lewes

The prison library has a broad range of books, CDs, DVDs and tapes available, and it runs 
various initiatives such as the 12th May day diary and the Six Book Challenge. Throughout the 
prison, there are other support services available to provide engagement such as Education, 
PICTA, Chaplaincy, Healthcare, Induction, Listeners, short courses, vocational training, 
accredited programmes. 

    To put in a request for support services, prisoners should ask an officer for a general
application form, and submit the completed form to the Wing Office.

    The prison librarian Emma Bach can help prisoners to source research material from the
Mass Observation Archive at The Keep, The National Archives in Kew, and elsewhere. The 
library is available to all prisoners, and Emma remarks:

        Unlocked Reflections has given many participants the chance to make this book together 
with Evlynn the poet and myself. My wish is that every prisoner who reads Unlocked 
Reflections will feel inspired to write. I would like people to know that the prison library 
– along with other support services – is open and inclusive for all, and to realise the 
possibility of change is here for everyone. 
– Emma Bach, Lewes prison librarian

UNLOCKED REFLECTIONS: information, links, support 

“    The more faithfully you listen to the voice within you, the better you will hear what is sounding  
outside… . Never look down to test the ground before taking your next step; only he who keeps 
his eye fixed on the far horizon will find the right road.” – Dag Hammarskjöld



Authorisation for Shakespeare and companions 
to perform plays throughout the realm, 19 May 1603

“ My words are like letters within a letter. 
My words are like a meaning with no meaning. 
My words are like fire, at the same time like ice. 
My words are like Hercules’ – strong, brave and heroic. 
My words are like a brick wall that can be broken sometimes… 
My words are like insurance, they have coverage. 
My words are like mountains, up and down 
But never knowing if there is or isn’t a volcano at the top.”

– Jermaine

Unlocked Reflections
ISBN 978-1-907303-04-3
Arch Ventures Press

Image courtesy of The National Archives


